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Weebly is an online, template-driven website creation tool. It is easy to sign up, and the setting up of the web address and the 
hosting are all contained within the Weebly account. It's drag and drop interface makes it very easy to create and edit pages. This 
sheet covers a few basic principles just to get you started, but the online Weebly help system has a clear set of Frequently Asked 
Questions, all well illustrated. You can also ask Bis, Femke or David in the EPI Centre if you're stuck.

During the session we shall be setting up a free account. It offers most of the features and flexibility of the Pro account. The main 
differences are:

• The maximum file size that can be uploaded to the website in the free account is 10mb, where the Pro account offers a
maximum size of 250mb, and more for video files).

• The free account doesn't allow video or audio upload, however it is possible to embed YouTube and Vimeo videos
on to your page.

• With the free account you can set up two separate and independant sites.
The Pro accounts are created on a Site by Site basis. Charges are availabe in the Weebly help files

For the purposes of the this module, the free account will meet your needs. 

Part 1: Setting up your Weebly account

The Weebly set up process is very straightforward.
• When you first visit www.weebly.com you will be invited to set up an account with a Username, unique email and password.
• You will then be invited to choose the theme for your website. This can be changed at any time during the design process, so

you are not committing yourself at this stage.
A point worth bearing in mind is that the simpler the template (mostly the ones with a plain white background) the easier it will 
be for you to change the design and make the site your own)

• Choose a subdomain. This will form your web address.

• For now we will be creating a mysite.weebly.com address, but you can buy a domain in the future and apply to this website if
you wish. It is generally cheaper to buy a domain from another company, rather than through Weebly.

• From the three options that appear, (Site, Blog, Store) choose site. The other elements can be added later.
Following the steps above will take you into your site.

To close the site prior to logging out click the menu button on the top right and choose MySites. This takes you to the menu of web-
sites you have created.

After your initial setup, logging in will take you straight to your site list.

Select Edit or the website title to enter the site to edit it
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Part 2: The Weebly Interface

The Interace of Weebly is divided as follows. Four tabs sit at the top of the page with four general options - Build, Design, Pages, 
Settings. On the left hand side there is a panel, the options of which change according to the top option selected

• Build offers the design elements that go to make up the layout and the content of your web page

• Design gives access to the overall design templates, and some formatting options for text

• Pages is the area where new pages can be created, and their appearance and order in the main menu can be determined

• Store is the area where you can set up your shop window and shopping cart features. There is a small amount of
eCommerce you can perform in the free account but the facilities expand as you upgrade the account.. 

• Settings is the area where the general options for the website can be accessed, and edited. Such options would include the
website address and the title of the site.

Don't worry if you are setting up your site for the first time. Any of the Design choices and Settings can be changed at any time.

Some of the options will only be available to Pro account users. These are normally marked by a star.
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Part 3: Designing your website
Choosing the Design tab gives access to a variety of templates from which you can  choose. Some are plainer than others, but all 
contain a basic menu layout, which will build up to create an intricate drop-down or slide-out menu system (see Part 3: Managing 
your Pages). From there it is an easy matter to tweak the general appearance of design elements.

Part 4: Creating and Managing your Pages

• Reorder the menu pages in the list, if required, to reorder them in the main menu

1
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Some templates offer the option to have social icons at the top of the page
• In the main Design window, choose whether to have social network links

phone contact available. 
They are on by default and selecting them allows you to add your personal 
links. Turn them off altogether in the status bar (1) or turn off the links that 
aren't relevant in the dialog box by clicking the x button(2).
Enter the relevant link in the Social network dialog box (2)
• Click on the Design tab and choose Change Theme to view a

variety of designs
• Click on a template (3) and select the Choose button to select

This will change the design on the page. This can be done at any time 
during the website creation process without affecting your content or menu 
options. The only exception to this would be switching from designs with 
an image banner to those without.

• Change the general colour scheme of the template (4)
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• Click the Change Fonts option to control common elements on the page.
For Site Title, Paragraph Title and Paragraph Text, simply choose the font 
colour and size. 

Navigation (main menu links) and Subnavigation (drop down menus) can 
be controlled separately. Links refers to links (either to other pages in your 
website or to external sites) in the main body of text.

• Click on the Pages Tab (1)
This opens the Manage Pages menu.
• Click the Add Page (2) button
• From the Add Page menu choose to create a

Standard, Blog or Store Page or an External Link
This creates a New Page bar at the bottom of the list. This 
will create a new page and add it to the site menu. Alternative 
layout are available (3).
Most of the pages you will create will be Standard Pages for 
this project
• Rename the page in the Page Name box (4)
• To edit the page, select the page name from the list and click

the Save & Edit Page (5) button

A number of options are available for your page as follows:
• Hide page in navigation menu: pages with this switched on

will not show in the menu system, but can be linked from 
text or images in the main body of content

• Change the Page Layout  by selecting the page and
choosing one of the Page Layout options.
These options may vary according to template but largely 
allow you to select the header type/size on the page

• Password protect this page is only available to Pro account
holders
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To create a submenu, as illustrated below, just drag the page name to the required position and indent to the right.

Part 5: Adding Content To The Page

Under the Build tab are a variety of objects (or widgets) that can be added to the page. In the free account most objects can be 
added to the page. Pro (paid for) elements are indicated by a star. This section gives a very brief overview of the principles of 
loading an element onto the page and where it may be edited. This is not an exhaustive list of all the widgets, text and image 
widgets will cover the principles, but full details of the elements can be found in the Weebly help files

• To add an element on to a page, first open the Build tab
• Shortcuts to the Element Types can be found at the top of the left hand panel (1)

• Image and text elements can be found under the Basic menu options on the left-hand side of the browser window
• Drag the required element onto the page
The blue bar indicates the position of the object on the page. Elements can only be place directly above or below one another, 
however within the element box, they can be aligned to the left, right or centre.
• For text elements just type in the text box on the page to type or paste copied text

1
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• To add an image element, drag the element onto the page in the same way.

• To upload your image, click on the image icon and choose the image from your computer.
• To edit content, click on the element on the page and change the properties that appear in the elements option window

(see below)

Every element will have its own set of properties that will appear near the element (fig a) or in a floating window (fig b). 

Part 6: Copying, Moving and Deleting an Element
Moving or Copying an element to another page

• Click on the Moving/Copying icon in the left hand corner of the element
• From the menu choose Move or Copy as appropriate and choose the relevant page from the list (See below)

Moving the element around the page
• Click on the middle box of the element and drag (see below)

Deleting an element
• Click the delete button in the top right hand side of the element box (see below)
• Click Delete to confirm
• Click anywhere else on the page to close the delete box and cancel the action

fig a - text options fig b - image options

The upload button may not work in Safari, in which 
case drag the image in. Chrome should work fine.
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Part 7: Further Layout
To create Columns to create more elaborate layouts on the page:
• Drag one element to the left or right of another (fig c) - note the blue line for placement
This can be between elements already placed on the page, or an element dragged from the left hand element panel. This 
automatically places them in to two columns of equal width. Repeat for additional columns
• Column widths can be altered by dragging the gutters between the columns to the left or right (fig d)
Columns will snap to preset steps. Hold the shift key to stop the snapping action
• Click on the gutter (the blue line between the columns) to bring up the column options and control the spacing

between the content (fig d)

To create a text wrap around and image:
• Create the text in a standard text widget
• Drag the image widget into the body of the text (fig e)
The text will automatically wrap itself around the text
• Click on the image to bring up the Text and Image properties (fig f)

Part 8: Publishing the Website

As the Weebly site is edited and updated changes are automatically saved online. Those changes will not be seen until the 
website is published.
• To publish the website, click the Publish button in the top right hand corner

of the window
• You may see a dialog box prompting you to choose a domain type (fig g)

For projects within UWE a mysite.weebly.com is usually sufficient, unless you particularly want your own domain, or are told 
otherwise by your tutor. You do not have to buy the domain from Weebly and there are many cheaper options out there. Your 
own domain can be added at any time, but you do need to upgrade to the Starter Account whether you buy the domain from 
Weebly or not..

• In the resulting dialogue box, the name of the website appears as a link. Clicking
on the top link (fig h) will open the live website in a new window
The second option is Weebly's way to sell you a domain - you do not have to do this. There are many cheaper options out 
there.

Part 9: Unpublishing the Website
Some elements will not preview in Weebly's editor and need to be viewed online. In this case you need to publish the site (see Part 
8 above) to fully test the site. Once this is done the site can be unpublished to take it back offline.

To Unpublish the site:
• Go to the Settings > General and select Unpublish Site from the bottom of the window

fig g fig h

fig c - column creation fig d - change column width and properties

fig e - text wrap fig f - image + text properties
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Part 10: Inserting YouTube Video
As noted previously, video cannot be directly uploaded to a free site. However video can be embedded on a web page through 
YouTube (or Vimeo as outlined in Part 11). The process in Part 10 and 11 will allow you to embed the actual video clips on the 
page without any of the other extraneous information that exists on the YouTube/Vimeo pages.

Copying the video link:
• go to youtube.com and search for the video clip
• just under the video clip window, choose the Share option
• select and copy the video clip URL

Embedding the video:
• select the Elements > Multimedia option
• drag the YouTube element to the page (you should see a default video on the screen) (fig i)
• with the element selected paste the URL into the Video Link box

(the video screen should change to the selected video) (fig j)

The size of the video should default to Auto, but this can be changed in the Advanced > Size option (see below)

(fig i) (fig j)
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Part 11: Inserting Vimeo Video

As there is no specific Vimeo element in Weebly we have to take a different approach to embedding the video clip.

Copying the video link:
• go to vimeo.com and search for the video clip
• choose the Share option to the right of the video clip

there will be a section of HTML code containing the links to the video clip
• under the embed section expand the Show Options section
• choose from the options as required (this will amend the HTML code accordingly)
• select and copy the HTML code in the Embed text field

Embedding the video:
• from the Basic section, drag the Embed Code to the page
the custom HTML element is a powerful tool that allows you to create your own modules of HTML code. In this case we will simply use it to 
house the Vimeo embed code.
• paste the Vimeo HTML code into the Custom HTML element (fig k)
(when deselected, the element should display the selected video) (fig l)

(fig k) (fig l)
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Part 12: Desktop and Mobile Web Design

Weebly has long supported mobile devices in its design tools. Under the Settings section it is possible to turn on or off the ability 
for the website you create to reformat itself according to the device on which it is being viewed (see below). It is on by default, and 
it would only be under exceptional circumstances that it would need to be turned off (and I can't think of any real reasons at the 
moment!)

In the most recent updates to the Weebly editor there is much more control in viewing Desktop and Mobile layout.

To view Destop and Mobile layouts:
• Toggle between the Desktop (fig m) and Mobile (fig n) view icons in the top right corner of the screen (see below)

The Mobile view offers the ability to change certain aspects of th mobile theme. The elements of the page can be maipulated, 
but any changes you make to the layout of objects on the page wll also change their appearance in the Desktop design. It is also 
possible to switch mobile views between Apple and Android devices to approximate the site's performance in either platform.

Desktop view

(fig m)

(fig n)

Mobile view

Device Type


